Wednesday will be last day of Adoration. Be faithful to periods meantime.

---

For Jimmie McMichael.

Jimmie McMichael's classmates in Carroll and Zahm Halls weren't content with remembering his soul at the Requiem Mass and general Communion last Wednesday. His parents will be consoled by the following generous spiritual bouquet contributed by his Carroll Hall-mates: 11 Masses said, 643 Masses heard, 605 Communions, 355 Rosaries, 290 Visits to the Blessed Sacrament, 91 Visits to the Grotto, 4662 Ejaculations; and by this bouquet from his Zahm Hall classmates: 150 Masses heard, 130 Communions, 150 Visits to the Blessed Sacrament, 300 Ejaculations.

"He Who Has Dared".

This was the title of a poem found in one of his books. It obviously helped Jimmie, and can well be of help to you. Written by Douglas Mallock, it follows:

He who has dared, has done, Whether he lost, or won, No man has failed, who tried, Whether he lived or died. This is the truest truth Age would impart to youth, Only a few prevail, But only the quitters fail.

Christ, on a bloody Cross — Yet who shall call it loss? One He had thought His friend Whispered, "It is the end." But where is the cruel crowd, Where are the princes proud? Dead like the mists of dawn, Only the Christ lives on.

Honor is not alone Laurel, or wealth, or throne, Many a heart as brave Sleeps in a loser's grave. Whether he won or not, Heaven has not forgot, He who has dared, has done, Whether he lost or won.

Don't Get Panicky.

Don't worry about what the folks will say if you flunk. Think of your folks in terms of love, not of fear. If you think of their disappointment, panic may get you. If you think of the love you owe them, you will work hard and pray hard for their sake. The thought of pleasing them should still the storm in your heart.

The exams are well-spaced to allow you the greatest and calmest preparation, so dig in — not feverishly, but methodically, thoroughly and prayerfully.

Peace of conscience will give the greatest peace of mind, and that is necessary for good study. Make the Novena for Exams. Get to Mass and Communion each day. Offer up your preparation each day as a prayer.

Grotto Singing.

On Tuesday movies will be taken of the singing at the Grotto. Try to be there even though you may have a tin ear for singing. It won't be a sound movie, and Our Lady doesn't mind a sour note. She looks at your heart, anyway.

If the weather or light is poor Tuesday, the movie will be adjourned until Wednesday evening.

- PRAYERS - Deceased: Grandfather of Fred Funk (Car); Anniv, aunt of Jerry Gaffney (Z); Father of Dick Hogan (Z); Ill: Brother of Paul McCarty (Dil); Grandmother of Lyle (Car) and Jack (Dil) Joyce. 4 Special Intentions. Seriously ill, friend of Job Marbach (Sor).